2006 hyundai santa fe alternator

Choose Your Option. We offer an industry leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All
of our engines and transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2
additional years. Claims on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons,
heads, block, crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional parts and accessories
may be attached upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors, switches, cables,
electronics, belts, hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating
or improper lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected
so please allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the
48 contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more
local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately
business days to process a credit back to your account and business days for the credit to
appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms :
All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or
cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior authorization from the
Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that we receive the original
auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original auto part must be
returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the original and the
replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are
not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the replacement part, the
buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the original auto part minus the
initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping back of the original part,
please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or
email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They
will need to be replaced before installation. Common items that are not guaranteed include but
not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables,
sensors and other applicable items depending on the part. If they are not serviceable, such as a
pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased item may need to be repainted,
refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match. Technical Questions? Contact the
webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select
Part Select Make Select Model Select Year There are 3 choices Choose One 2. Choose Your
Option 2. Filters 51 Items. Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping Returns.
Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so
please allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. More Details Less Details.
Update Your Location. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check
out the statistics and reliability analysis of Hyundai Santa Fe based on all problems reported for
the Santa Fe. The valve cover gasket failed after being replaced under a previous recall in the
same manner and oil leaks directly into the alternator causing it to ultimately fail. See all
problems of the Hyundai Santa Fe. Battery only five months old and something is bringing the
battery down. Alternator has been checked as well as several other things including the battery.
Nothing can be found that could bringing the battery down. Vehicle hadn't been started in 24
hours when this happened twice. Potential fire hazard and engine failure. Oil leaking from top,
anterior, passenger side of engine again causing electrical issues and alternator failure. Multiple
electrical issues, car not starting, clock resetting, draining of battery. Solution: replaced valve
cover gasket at owners expense first time at miles, before service campaign was known.
Multiple electrical issues again, clock resetting, car not starting, tripometer resetting. Solution:
dealership replaced valve cover gasket second time at , miles, under recall. Dealership also
replaced faulty, oil covered alternator. Dealership noted that the timing chain cover was leaking
oil. The timing chain cover is not covered under the service campaign , but should be as the
leak is the similar issue to the valve gasket cover. Oil leak from valve cover gasket onto
alternator causing complete electrical system failure. Extremely high severity potential harm
from this failure mode, which was the subject of previous service campaigns for older Hyundai
vera cruz and Santa Fe with same 3. Unacceptable to have occurrence of this known design
issue with later model production. Tl-the contact Hyundai Santa Fe. The contact stated that
while traveling approximately 5 mph, the vehicle stalled. The battery warning indicator
illuminated. The contact also mentioned the failure occurred when it was raining three times on
the same day. The contact also stated that the vehicle alternator was replaced by the dealer
bentley Hyundai, university drive, huntsville, al , under a campaign generated by the
manufacturer December The manufacturer was notified of the failure and a complaint number:
was filed. The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was , In January my
alternator failed. I took the car to a dealership and they replaced the bad part. Two days later
that part failed and took it back to the dealership and they swapped the part again free of
charge. On Friday sept 6th my alternator failed again and destroyed the in-line fuse and killed

the battery. Once its fixed it will be my 4th alternator in less than 80k miles. All of the times that
this part failed it was while on the highway. My Hyundai Santa Fe has stalled more than 4 times
while driving since It loses power without warning rendering the vehicle unsafe and not able to
be driven. The first time in it stopped while on the exit ramp of a highway doing about 50 mph.
The car was brought to the dealership and they "could not duplicate the problem" so they did
nothing. Brought same vehicle back to dealership in , and Each time we are told "could not
duplicate at this time". The most recent on August 7, they replaced the alternator and battery
commenting that "vehicle now operates normally. Vehicle does not stall". The vehicle has since
stalled again during driving. We have contacted the corporate office and they were not helpful,
in fact rude and hung up. After reading so m;any complaints on just this site I hope our
government can help get Hyundai to be responsible for their vehicles before someone gets hurt
or killed. The battery light kept blinking, my battery is new, also the seat belt light for passenger
seat kept blinking even when the seat belt was buckled. I stalled out and wouldn't start back up.
I was in the street when it wouldn't start back up. I had it looked at when it was towed and the
shop said there was alot of oil on my alternator and I would have to replace my value cover
gaskets also. Purchasing the Hyundai Santa Fe was the biggest mistake I made. Since
purchasing the vehicle I have spent over 5k in repairs, towing, and car rentals. First I was made
to believe if I change all the oil and did all updates to the filters my car would stop stalling and
shutting down on me that didn't work. Then my car shut down on the highway with my kids in
the car almost killing us on the highway. I was told it was the wastegate needed changing. Then
it shut down on minutes I exit my home in delaware and I was told it was the alternator and the
battery. I was terrified to get in that vehicle and so was my family I filed several corporate
complaints over the 2 years I have been ignored and not offered help. I have ask Hyundai to
repurchase the vehicle but refused so I had no choice but to take the vehicle back that was in
June with the promise and guarantee the car was finally fixed and I was safe. In the end of July I
was driving on the I about 40 miles per hour on the highway in the middle lane all of the car just
stops in busy traffic a large freight truck was behind me honking to move he almost crushed me
he swerve to side barely missing I was beyond frightened cars was flying by shaking the car it
was on the hottest day I had no ac and my asthma was flaring up. I beg Hyundai to pick there
vehicle up I was denied I called my triple a and they got the car. Now I'm being told it's the
engine it's due to a recall that they supposedly already had repaired. I am told it will take 2
months for the repairs and I'm paying for my own rental. Hyundai consumer affairs denied
taking there car back. I cannot get in this vehicle again. They refuse to give me paperwork on
the recent incident when the engine fail. I fear for my life and my safety I am in desperate need
of help please. Post recall fix, oil leak still happening and this time the alternator almost caught
on fire. Smoke started pouring out from under the hood. Had to pull over and pour water on the
alternator to keep it from catching on fire. Car became disabled and had to be towed. Family
was in car while this was happening. Hyundai recalls Santa Fe for alternator oil leak. Santa fe
crossover to fix an oil leak, caused by a faulty valve cover gasket, that could affect alternator
performance. Dealer said they wont honor the recall cause its out of warranty. Also the coil was
not replaced and a recall was sent out also on coil spring. The wont honor that. Leaking valve
cover is allowing oil to leak down onto the alternator. Car be stationary or running. Most notable
when car engine is running. Front corner of valve cover is leaking oil onto my alternator causing
it to become saturated with oil and electrical shutdown. The same oil is spreading all around my
drive belt from the alternator and saturating all pullies and the entire drive belt as well. Very
dangerous. Numerous complaints simular to the same exact engine on the Hyundai crossover
that has the same engine type but was recalled to fix. Why are Santa Fe owners left out of this
recall if it is the same exact enging as the crossover that was recalled and fixed. We have a
Hyundai Santa Fe limited v6 3. Hopefully without much traffic around. We thought it was a
battery problem, so we got a new battery but problem happened again. We checked to see if
others had similar problems and found there was a Santa Fe 's recall on a valve gasket in In any
case, we towed the car to a closer Hyundai dealer car would not move even after battery jump
and they basically told us the replaced gasket didn't work and impacted the alternator. Problem
is, the car is 11 years old and is 'out of warranty'. So, my question: since the problem that the
work done in should fix still happened, am I still covered by that recall? I really thought recalls
do not end. Thanks in advance. I also wrote a similar note through your facebook page. Tl the
contact owns a Hyundai Santa Fe. While stationary and driving various high speeds, the vehicle
shook and stalled without warning. An independent mechanic diagnosed that the alternator
failed. A dealer was not made aware of the failure. The manufacturer was made aware of the
failure and stated that the vehicle was not included in a recall. The failure mileage was
approximately , There was a recall on the valve cover gasket as its poor design caused it to fail
and leak into the alternator causing the alternator to eventually fail. I've had it replaced twice

and the third gasket has failed and is leaking into the alternator once again. Hyundai has failed
to create a permanent solution to this issue and should continue to replace the gasket and
alternator if necessary until they do. I actually have 2 issues occurring. However, my esc off
light and abs light are again lighting up. I have luckily not yet had loss of engine power or
control. The second issue is in regards to campaign I've had the front engine valve gasket cover
fixed, along with my alternator replaced after my husband and I did it ourselves after losing all
power on christmas eve in the middle of road before barely coasting into a nearby parking lot
where we were able to sort of park out of the way. We changed my oil this weekend, have had
no other work done on the car since except oil changes and my husband noticed that the
alternator is again covered in oil. Between the 2 issues, it is most likely a matter of days if I'm
lucky before my car loses power in some form and I am potentially in a wreck with my family in
the car. Apparently the gasket that is leaking this time isn't the front one, it is the rear one. My
personal thoughts on this are that if the front one is faulty, then it's not a stretch to get to the
rear one being faulty. If the dealerships know, it makes me wonder why the recall didn't include
both valve cover gaskets or a new one hasn't been issued for the rear one. Hopefully, both of
these issues can be re-addressed. The date below is of first warning lights. The lights come on
from park or while driving. There is a gasket leak that drips oil on to my car's alternator,
affecting its ability to work. Last year, this problem caused my car not to start, and completely
drained my new car battery when I thought this was simply a car battery issue. Last year, it
would not start for me at all - I discovered this problem too late. This problem with the gasket
leak is occurring again and causes my battery light to come on while driving. While I was able to
drive it to the dealership for evaluation and repair, I was by Hyundai's car dealership to not drive
at night and to not drive while it's raining. The check engine light came on because of the gas
gauge. Now I have no clue how much gas I have because the reader on the dash keeps going up
and down. These electrical problems stem from that replacement. When driving and you hit the
breaks, the vehicle attempts to stall, or if you use the high or low breams the radio shuts off and
the gps turns on or you loses it all, while on high way way if you use your high or low beams the
engine starts to stall then keeps going causing the vehicle behind you have to break quickly to
avoid hitting you as you loose all power for a matter of seconds this happen while moving or
parked, I mhave installed two new alternators in the past three weeks and the problem
coniinues. I am having the issue with the gas gauge, where a short time after filling up the tank,
the gauge drops to empty and then the check engine light comes on. I believe this problem was
caused by the same issue as a recent recall, where oil was dripping on the alternator. Just a
couple days after I received the recall for that issue, I began having electrical issues. My radio
came on and off, my windows rolled up and down very slowly. On my last drive home, my
electronic brakes stopped working, the steering was hard and the transmission began shifting
up and down before I was finally able to pull over and have the car towed. Upon my drive home
from the dealer after the recall repair, I noticed that a headlight was newly burned out. In less
than a week, the other headlight burned out. On the same tank of gas I had since getting the car
back from the dealer, the gauge first dropped to empty before the tank was empty. I believe
something was shorted out in the gas gauge system, just as the headlights and all the other
electrical issues that resulted from the alternator not working. Hyundai should repair the gas
gauge issue since it was caused by the issue of their last recall. I made an appointment with the
van nuys CA service department. After persisting to get an answer as to how long the service
would take, I was told I could expect 2 days. I was told their shuttle would only take me 6 miles.
My home is 8. Fuel gauge has been faulty and check engine light would turn on and off after
replacing what I thought was a bad battery one month ago. One week ago while driving, all
lights on dashboard came on battery, check engine, abs, esc. This has happened twice while
driving now. This problem is identical to issues with ''12 veracruz, recall I lost power steering
and power brakes while stopped at a stop sign going up a very steep grade. I was unable to
shift into park so that I could turn my car off. I had to lay on the brake with all my weight to keep
from rolling backwards into cars behind me. There were no warning lights. After a minute, which
felt like much longer, I was able to shift to park and turn my car off and back on. The second
time I lost all power, was a couple months later. I was going about 40 mph on a curvy hilly road.
I was unable to steer, accelerate, decelerate, or apply the brakes. There were cars behind me
and I was terrified I would end up off the road or heading into oncoming traffic. The vehicle
finally came to a stop when it didn't have enough momentum to make it up a hill. I was able to
shift into park and turn the car off and back on. Both times my infant was in the car with me.
Thank goodness both of us were unharmed, because we could have very easily been hurt or
hurt others. I was in a several thousand pound vehicle which was out of control. I had it towed
to the dealership the next day as I refused to drive it. They didn't seem to think it was a big deal
and said I needed a new alternator. Luckily, I had purchased an extended warranty which

covered the alternator replacement. Hyundai dealer informed me that valve cover gasket is
leaking onto alternator which will cause it to fail. This is the same problem that caused the recall
on the Hyundai vera cruz. I'm afraid that the alternator will fail at speed causing loss of power
and diminish braking and steering capability. Warning light came on while driving vehicle
indicating an electrical problem. Was able to drive home, but next day car would not start due to
drained battery. Battery was then recharged and car driven to local firestone store for
diagnosis. Was determined that the alternator was not working properly due to oil that had
leaked from the front valve cover gasket. After installing new valve cover gasket and alternator
today, car now runs fine. This problem seems to me to be identical to that described in
Hyundai's recall number which covered certain veracruz models NHTSA campaign number 14v
and therefore I believe that the recall should be extended to cover at least my car and probably
others. I had a new battery installed two days earlier and car was running fine. Driving on the
freeway, my battery light came on and the the esc and brake warning lights. This was about a
mile from my intended exit. After the exit more lights came on and the engine started running
rough. If I stepped on the brake, the tach and temperature gauges dropped to zero. As I pulled
into my driveway, the engine died. I looked to see if I had broken a belt but saw it was intact. I
did notice that the alternator seemed to be shiny from oil. I went online and searched for the
symptoms and found that there was a recall for the veracruz with the very same symptoms
caused by a leaking valve cover gasket. As others have stated, if it's the same engine with the
same issue, it should be covered by the recall and the repairs covered. Tl-the contact owns a
Hyundai Santa Fe. The contact stated that while driving, all warning lights illuminated on the
instrument panel. The vehicle was not able to be restarted. The vehicle was towed to the dealer
where it was diagnosed that gasket leaked oil into the alternator and the alternator needed to be
replaced. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure, the failure mileage was 82, The
VIN was not available. Gasket leaks oil onto alternator causing it to fail. Hyundai has a recall on
the sister car Hyundai veracruz for this issue, but not the Santa Fe. I have spent alot of money
on this repair and think that I have the same issue again. Leaking oil from front valve cover and
causing alternator to fail, just like all the other Santa Fe and varacruz. After engine start and
while driving any speed the battery light and seatbelt light on the dashboard flashes
intermittently. I searched this online and it looks to be an electrical charging issue, namely the
alternator is bad. I searched more and found the reason for this is the front valve cover is
leaking oil and dripping onto the alternator causing it to malfunction. A recall has been made on
the veracruz for the same issue. Exactly as per Hyundai recall , the valve cover gasket leaked oil
onto the alternator and destroyed the alternator: but Hyundai dealer is telling me my auto is not
covered in the recall. This does not seem fair or right to me. Please help!. Tl- the contact owns a
Hyundai Santa Fe. The contact stated while driving 25 mph , the vehicle was driving strangely
which led the contact to coast over to the emergency lane and shut the engine off. After multiple
attempts the vehicle would not restart. The vehicle was towed to the dealer for a diagnosis and
the mechanic observed that there was an oil leak from the front cylinder bank valve cover
gasket and there was sufficient amount of oil on the alternator. The leak had caused the
alternator to damage the charging system and to become inoperative. The mechanic had
thought the vehicle was under NHTSA campaign 14v and later gained knowledge that even
though the failures were adjacent to the recall,the vehicle was not the correct model to service
under the recall. The vehicle was repaired with individual expenses. The approximate failure
mileage was 65, While travelling on expressway at 65 mph our Santa Fe suddenly lost all power
and we had to pull over to the emergency lane. A defective valve cover gasket leaked oil on the
alternator causing it to short out and be damaged beyond repair. Hyundai have a recall on the
veracruz for the exact same problem. Clearly the Santa Fe needs to be included in the recall. My
family and I were placed in danger as we were in the left lane on a busy expressway and had to
quickly merge over to the emergency lane on the right side while quickly losing speed. While
driving on I, the charging system warning light came on followed by a loss of engine power and
then engine stopped completely. Was able to safely make it to the road side. Dealer diagnosed a
defective valve cover gasket allowed oil to leak which dripped on and into the alternator causing
it to fail. Second identical failure on vehicle in two years. V-6, automatic, 2wd. Found
manufacturer just issued a recall on veracruz model which shares the same platform for
identical symptoms and failures. Car Problems. Electrical System problems. Starter problems.
Car Will Not Start problems. Wiring problems. Battery problems. Ignition problems. Crankshaft
Position Sensor problems. Battery Cable problems. Software problems. So how do you find out
what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time
wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. This happens more often than none now. I can be pulling out into traffic of just

cruising along when I press gas to go whenall of a sudden the car jerks, looses power! If I let off
the gas and press it again it seems to help and power comes back, sometimes. I almost got hit
pulling out into traffic because the car lost power and wasn't going anywhere when I had gas
peddle pushed. When all this happens the engine light will come on and than go off, sometime
now the engine light comes on and stays on for a few days and the car has a lot less power or
feels like its going to stall, than the light will go out on its own. I had it checked out and they
told me I needed an alternator so I bought one when my son and my neighbor was going put it
in they checked the alternator and battery and they were fine and have been checked several
times and are fine. Also at night when I press the break to stop or slow down the head lights will
dim and I can feel the jerking of the care just a little bit. Please help me! I can't afford to keep
getting it looked at when it doesn't happen all the time they can't find anything wrong with it.
What can I do to fix this problem. I had bought the car used last year and it was doing it just a
very little bit at first and I called the used dealer and he said its bad gas. While traveling 50 mph,
remove foot from accelerator and car failed to slow. Depressed brake an car still failed to slow.
Turned key to off and pulled to side of road to full stop. Restarted engine an it again over
accelerated so turned it off. Depressed accelerator several times and restarted, drove to work
area to have inspection of problem. After engine is warm, about 20 minutes later, there is a
gurgling in the fuel tank when the key is turned on before and after the engine is started. I think
it is fuel being returned from the engine. I have had it in two different Hyundai service shops,
with the fuel pump replaced twice, and a fuel pressure regulator replaced. Having given up, both
shops contacted the district Hyundai office and a field service adviser told the local shops to
show the event as "normal". Could be a fuel system problem and could be a safety hazard if fuel
starts leaking. Both local service departments now show the problem as "normal" and nothing
more will be done on this problem. I believe a recall for this problem is appropriate. Search
CarComplaints. I was traveling on I and approximately half mile from the exit I needed, my
battery light, brake light came on. When I neared the off ramp and slowed down to 60 mph, I
started to turn the steering wheel and it was unresponsive and I had lost power steering. I was
able to slow down adequately, and with both hands continually fighting with the steering, I
managed to get the vehicle to an area safely where I could contact my mechanic and have it
towed to their premises. Upon his inspection the following day, he called me to let me know that
the front engine mounting bolts had broken off in front of the block, and the holes are damaged.
I did contact Hyundai, and they seemed very unconcerned by the incident. I wouldn't have
thought that bolts breaking at only 52, miles without reason would be an issue that they would
like to pursue. Even though I had purchased the car used, at the time of the purchase there was
nothing in the carfax report to indicate that there were any problems, and of course, the car
warranty under Hyundai expired in April. I am not sure if this is a one off incident, or a possible
pattern. Thank you for looking into this matter. The contact owns a Hyundai Santa Fe. When
driving over a small puddle of water, the brakes would lock. Usually when the failure occurs, the
brake light and battery lights would illuminate for about 35 seconds and then the steering wheel
would lock. After a short time, the brakes and steering column would unlock. The vehicle was
taken to the dealership on many different occasions. The technician finally concluded that water
was entering into one of the pulleys. However he stated that he could not remedy the failure.
She called the manufacturer and a representative was sent out to inspect the vehicle. No
assistance has been provided. The current mileage was 41, The failure mileage was
approximately 10, This occurred without warning. The vehicle was inspected by a dealer who
determined an electrical sensor failed and needed replaced. After the repair, the problem
persisted. The manufacturer was not alerted. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. A bad alternator can leave your Hyundai Santa Fe without power and unable to
move. The battery stores enough voltage to be able to start the engine without the assistance of
an alternator. It is turned by a serpentine belt. Most of the time, when replacing an alternator,
the alternator itself is relatively affordable. Here are the most common symptoms of a bad
alternator in a Hyundai Santa Fe:. The battery light is designed to tell you that there is not
enough voltage to properly charge the battery, or that the battery itself is not holding the proper
voltage. In rare occasions the service engine soon light may light up. Outside of the battery
warning light, a dead battery is the most common symptom of a bad alternator. As the alternator
can no longer supply your Santa Fe with an adequate power supply, it will begin to feed off of
the reserve in the battery. Once this battery reserve hits a certain level, the vehicle will begin to
run erratically and will no longer start when the key is turned. Often, the battery light will come
on, the alternator gets replaced, and then a few days later the vehicle dies. Nearly any auto parts
store will test your battery for free to see if it holds a charge. As the ignition system is no longer
able to produce a full powered spark, the engine will begin to sputter and stall. If you find
yourself in a position where you suspect that your voltage is dropping, but you need to safely

get off the highway, turn off everything that you possibly can. That will allow all of the limited
voltage in the battery to go to the ignition system. Dimming headlights are one of the most
common signs of a bad alternator in the Hyundai Santa Fe. As your Santa Fe begins to eat
through the voltage stored in the battery, the headlights will begin to fade. Many accessories in
a vehicle require quite a bit of voltage. Heated seats, the blower motor, power windows, and
even the radio will work erratically or not work at all when the alternator is bad. Some
alternators go bad right away, and some slowly lose their ability to charge under heavy loads.
The ones that fail completely are easy to diagnose. The battery drains and you are stuck with a
vehicle that goes nowhere. The challenge is diagnosing an alternator that is just not quite
charging like it needs to be. You can easily diagnose it with almost any multimeter. They should
get brighter after the engine starts, since the voltage is increasing by almost 2 volts. Now with
the engine idling, rev it up a little bit. Did the headlights get brighter as you increase the RPM?
This is a very strong indication that the alternator has in fact gone bad. This test depends a lot
on you to notice very subtle differences in lighting. It should not be used in substitute for
checking the voltage as described directly above. Over the life of any vehicle, the alternator is
going to go bad. Good luck diagnosing the alternator in your Santa Fe. If there is anything that
you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Here are the most common symptoms of
a bad alternator in a Hyundai Santa Fe: A typical alternator Battery Light The battery light is
designed to tell you that there is not enough voltage to properly charge the battery, or that the
battery itself is not holding the proper voltage. Dead Battery Outside of the battery warning
light, a dead battery is the most common symptom of a bad alternator. Dim headlights Dimming
headlights are one of the most common signs of a bad alternator in the Hyundai Santa Fe.
Electric Accessory Issues Many accessories in a vehicle require quite a bit of voltage. Hyundai
Santa Fe Bad Alternator Diagnosis Some alternators go bad right away, and some slowly lose
their ability to charge under heavy loads. A multi-meter is the most effective tool for diagnosing
a bad alternator Get a multimeter. Set it to read voltage. With the engine off, you should get a
reading somewhere between If you got Now, assuming that the alternator was producing over
14 volts, go ahead and turn on the headlights, air conditioner, radio, and any other accessory
you can think of, and run the same test all over again. Conclusion Over the life of any vehicle,
the alternator is going to go bad. Choose Your Option. We offer an industry leading 1-year
warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and transmissions carry a 1-year
warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims on engine warranties are
limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block, crankshafts, rockers, and oil
pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached upon purchase, coverage
does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts, hoses, water pumps, or
manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper lubrication. Due to the COVID
pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days
for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48 contiguous U. We do not require a core
charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more local you shop, the more you save off the
shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately business days to process a credit back to
your account and business days for the credit to appear on your account. Note all returns and
cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms : All returns and cancellations may be subject
to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or cancelled by the customer prior to shipping.
No returns without prior authorization from the Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It
is company policy that we receive the original auto part back before sending you a replacement
auto part. The original auto part must be returned using the provided shipping label. The
shipping cost for both the original and the replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the
shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of
the delivery date of the replacement part, the buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the
initial cost of the original auto part minus the initial shipping cost If you have any questions
about the shipping back of the original part, please contact customer service team at Press 2 for
Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units
used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They will need to be replaced before installation. Common
items that are not guaranteed include but not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball
joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables, sensors and other applicable items depending on the
part. If they are not serviceable, such as a pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The
purchased item may need to be repainted, refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match.
Technical Questions? Contact the webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order
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Control Valve Connector. Ignition Coil. Ignition Coil Set. Ignition Failure Sensor. Ignition Misfire
Sensor. Ignition Wire Boot Set. Input Shaft Speed Sensor Connector. Intake Manifold
Temperature Sensor. Knock Sensor. Knock Sensor Connector. Reference Sensor. Spark Plug.
Spark Plug Connector. Spark Plug Set. Spark Plug Tube Seal Set. Spark Plug Wire Set. Starter
Solenoid. Throttle Position Sensor Connector. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister
Purge Solenoid Connector. Vapor Canister Vent Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Valve. Variable
Timing Solenoid. Variable Timing Solenoid Connector. Variable Timing Solenoid Kit. Voltage
Regulator. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System.
Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. BBB
Industries. DIY Solutions. Pure Energy. WAI Global. Shop By Vehicle. API Alternator. Click to
Enlarge. Core Price [? Denso Alternator. Product List Price:. Remanufactured using only OE
Components. Subjected to rigorous safety and performance tests. Tested to OE standards and
re-packed with OE-grade lubricant. Provides exceptional reliability. DIY Solutions Alternator.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Bosch Alternator. Features: Built for extremes! Remy
Alternator. TYC Alternator. WAI Global Alternator. Pure Energy Alternator. Valeo Alternator.
Features: Alternator. Fully tested to meet OE specifications. Utilizes the latest OE technology.
BBB Industries Alternator. Image is not vehicle specific. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight,
2 Day. Mando Alternator. TYC August 6th, Posted by exact fit. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine
Hyundai Santa Fe. Catalog: A. Catalog: B. Vehicle Hyundai Santa Fe. Catalog: Q. Catalog: C.
Catalog: H. Select your vehicle options to narrow down results. View by Part Code.
Bearing-Front Add To Cart. Bearing-RR C Bolt K. Bolt B. Require Quantity: 3. Bolt Bolt C
Bolt-Through Select vehicle options to narrow down result. Bolt-Through Bolt-Through C
Wagon - 5Door 5P.. Bracket-Generator E Bracket-Hanger L Complete Front Housing C Cover C
Location: Rear. Frame Assy-Generator, Front Select vehicle options to narrow down result.
Frame Assy-Generator, Front C Location: Front. Frame Assy-Generator, Front E Generator Assy
Select vehicle options to narrow down result. Generator Assy C Generator Assy E Holder Sub
Assy-Brush Nut C Power Cable Interface C Pulley-Generator Select vehicle options to narrow
down result. Pulley-Generator C Pulley-Generator E Rectifier Assy-Generator Select vehicle
options to narrow down result. Rectifier Assy-Generator C Rectifier Assy-Generator A Regulator
Assy-Generator Rotor Assy Select vehicle options to narrow down result. Rotor Assy C Screw C
Screw-Flange C Seal Ring C Stator Assy-Generator Select vehicle options to narrow down
result. Stator Assy-Generator C Stator Assy-Generator E Parts like Alternator are shipped
directly from authorized Hyundai dealers and backed by the manufacturer's warranty. Parts fit
for the following vehicle options. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service.
Choose Qu Meticulously engineered and evaluated to exceptional standards, Denso's new OE
replacement alternators will restore your ride to fresh-from-the-factory quality with their perfect
fit and dependabl Valeo i We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Alternator part. Shop Hyundai Santa Fe Alternator. Showing 1 - 8
of 8 results. Sort by:. Part Number: MPA Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part
Number: NP Part Number: VLE Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Featured Brands. Reviews
Questions, Answers. Since , Bosch has developed innova Dec 29, Great Company. Came very
well packaged. Was the correct part and had great customer support. I would definitely buy
from car parts again. Kaden Beck. Purchased on Nov 29, Jul 07, It fits. Steve Steve. Purchased
on Jun 23, Apr 27, Unit was as specified fit with no problems worked great. Works well.
Purchased on Mar 25, Helpful Automotive Resources. Bad Alternator vs. Bad Battery The
battery, on th
wiring diagram for a kenwood cd player
wiring diagram for western unimount snow plow
1999 bmw 540i performance parts
e other hand, supplies electrical energy to your car when the engine is off. Also, the battery
provides the current needed to energize the starter, which then cranks the engine to get it
running. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. The alternator accomplishes these tasks through
electromagnetic inductionâ€”a phenomenon that generates electrical current from a magnetic

field. P Code: System Voltage Low All electrical components in your car need a power source in
order to work. When the engine is off, the battery is responsible for supplying the car with the
electrical current it needs to power certain functions. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

